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Can am defender hd5 dps for sale

CONTROL AT YOUR COMMANDComfortable Dynamic Power Steering turns the Defender DPS into a workhorse that makes your work even easier. Take these lightweight wheels and tires, adaptable bearing and Visco Lok QE 4WD, and get it done. Features include: Your choice of 72, 50 or 38
PSHEAVY-DUTY ROTAX ENGINESThe Defender offers three very powerful power options. The 72 hp Rotax HD10 V-Twin is especially suitable for serious work, but also offers 61 lb-ft torque and peak torque at lower RPM for optimal delivery for leisure use. The work-oriented Rotax HD8 V-Twin delivers
50 hp and 50 lb-ft of torque for difficult tasks. To simply get the job done, meet your new benchmark; the new Defender HD5 single-cylinder Rotax engine with 38 hp. The Defender is now the sharpest tool in the shed. Reinforced, heavy HSLA steel housingBRAWN TO THE BONEThe HD8 and HD10
defenders can pull at the top of their class with a pulling capacity of 1,134 kg. A reinforced, automotive-ready, high-alloy, low-alloy (HSLA) stainless steel chassis has been specially developed to handle heavy-working stress. From surviving Defender Challenge test drives to our brutal utility test cycle, it's
clear that we've built it hard for every situation you're facing. STEERING YOU RIGHTDynamic Power Steering (DPS) is tailored to benefits, while the return renowned Can-Am responsiveness for recreational driving. DPS improves steering feel in slow work situations and in more technical terrain. It is also
designed to provide less support at high speeds and more support at low speeds. GROUNDED POWERThe Visco locomotive† front difference in combination with the lockable rear differential* offer a 4-mode traction system that offers multiple possibilities for different terrain or tasks. Through a separate
front and rear switch, users can choose between a 2x4 open rear differential for tight turning and lawn protection, a 2x4 lockable rear for improved 2WD traction, a 4x4 open rear for more maneuverability in rough terrain, and a 4x4 locked rear for maximum traction. The rear differential is gear-on-gear to



the gearbox for better response, no maintenance, better efficiency and fewer components. Heavy-duty rear suspensionTTA REAR SUSPENSIONThe Defender Heavy-Duty Torsional Trailing A-arms (TTA) has been specially developed for use and leisure use and offers a full 10-in. (25.4 cm) Travel to
allow a smooth ride, no matter how the terrain is. Its architecture offers optimum comfort and navigability in all conditions thanks to no camber. PICK-UP INSPIRED SEATINGThe VERSA-PRO seat is 40/20/40 seat inspired by modern pick-up trucks. It comfortably accommodates three adults and features
profiled corners to improve cabin input/output, as well as robust vinyl coverage for improved wear resistance. The passenger seats, complete with integrated hooks at the bottom, can also be turned over to improve on-board storage. Can-Am designers also added a Center console and armrest with two
cup holders to allow more space in the cabin. Riva Motorsports MiamiFinancing Available Trade-Ins Welcome Welcome
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